Adding Multiple References to a Citation

This handout explains how to include more than one reference to the same in-text citation.

You may need to add more than one reference in the same citation if

- You are summarizing the conclusion of several studies,
- Information is found in more than one source, or
- Different articles by the same author need to be cited.

Adding References to the Citation

Insert a citation by using the Insert menu, right-clicking to access Find and Cite Reference, or by placing your cursor at the location in the text where you want to insert the reference. Select the references that you want to use in the citation and select Cite.
Indicate whether your citation is parenthetical (meaning in parentheses), or narrative (meaning you incorporated the authors' names into your writing). Then select **Submit** to create your citation.

The highlighted text below shows the formatted parenthetical citation with references cited alphabetically as they appear in the reference list. Academic Writer will automatically alphabetize author names in the in-text citation, regardless of the order they were selected (for parenthetical citations).

```
Although data on the incidence of infidelity among couples in which one or both partners serve in the U.S. Armed Forces are limited, the available evidence suggests comparable or higher rates compared with civilian samples. First, military couples are characterized by a number of factors that place them at higher risk for infidelity. Soldiers tend to enlist young and marry young; just 1% of the civilian population age less than 20 years is married, compared with nearly 14% of military members in the same age group, and marriage at a young age is a strong predictor of subsequent infidelity (Allen et al., 2006; Atkins, Baumeister, & Jacobson, 2003). Moreover, in the past decade, these marriages have been tested by the longest and most recurrent deployments in the history of the volunteer military. Among combat-exposed troops, the high incidence of stress-related mental health problems
```

For additional details about citing references in text, including citing multiple works, please see the Academic Writer quick guide, *Citing References in Text*.
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